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Wir sind dankbar für seine Bücher –
Ehrlichkeit und Mut über die Deutsche Geschichte im und nach dem 2. Weltkrieg – HB.

BACQUE, James (Jim) Watson
*19 May 1929 – +13 September 2019
From: Elisabeth Bacque
with us lucid and listening till the end so we had a chance
From: Tuesday, 17 September 2019
to say goodbye. His sense of humour never failed him
although his voice did. However his words and our
Hello friends Here is the notice we are putting in the
memories continue and we are grateful for a long life,
local newspaper with the attached photo of Jim.
lived to the full.
We are doing well with lots of talent and help from our
four children and their offspring. He will be missed
Jim died peacefully on Friday the 13th of September, a
day of the full moon, after suffering a stroke. He stayed

Toronto Globe and Mail notice to follow.
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BACQUE, James (Jim) Watson
Peacefully, after a short illness, on September 13,
2019 at the age of 90. Jim is remembered by his
beloved wife of 64 years Elisabeth (née Marani),
his children Susan (Simon), Catherine (Alan), Ben
(Christy) and Andrew (Gemma), his grandchildren
Jessica, Rachel (Graham), Sarah, Ella, Janet, Ian,
Lisa (Matthew), Andrew, Mikey, Isabella, and his
great grandchildren Leo and Willa.
He loved his family, delighted in his friends, the
Georgian Bay, music, the Bahamas, canoeing,
sailing and playing tennis with the 'Sunshine boys'.
During his long literary career he was a journalist,
editor
(MacMillan
of
Canada),
publisher
(newpress), author of history, fiction, biography,
plays and poetry, and was a founding member of
the Writers’ Union of Canada. Jim had an
unsurpassed and infectious joi de vivre.

A gathering will be held at St. James on-the-lines
Church Hall, 200 Church Street, Penetanguishene
on Saturday, September 28, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
In his memory: raise a glass, plant a tree, sing a
song, write a poem, make a gift, have a laugh.
Donations
to
www.hospicehuronia.ca
appreciated.

Hospice
would

be

Huronia
greatly

Special thanks to the staff at the Georgian Bay
General Hospital.
“By words the mind is winged" – Aristophanes
Published in The Globe and Mail from Sept. 21 to
Sept. 25, 2019
*https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/theglobeandmail/
obituary.aspx?n=james-watson-bacque&pid=193958072

********

-------------------------------------------------------------* James Bacque - https://www.jamesbacque.com/ *
--------------------------------------------------------------documentary evidence to tell the story accurately and
compassionately.

Other Losses One-Hour Documentary Film on DVD
After the Second World War, the Allies betrayed their own
civilizing values – the Atlantic Charter, the Four
Freedoms, and the Geneva Convention, destroying the
moral worth of their great victory along with their
victims. More German people were killed by allied action
after the war than died during the war.
At the same time leaders Herbert Hoover in the USA and
P.M. Mackenzie King in Canada ran a massive food relief
campaign that fed the world, finally including their former
enemies. Hundreds of millions of lives were saved from
death by starvation.
Never had such vengeance been committed; never had
such mercy been shown.
This film, based on James Bacque’s books, Other Losses
and Crimes and Mercies, uses eyewitness accounts and

Other Losses
Other Losses: an Investigation into the Mass Deaths of
German Prisoners at the Hands of the Americans and the
French after World War Two caused an international
scandal when it was first published in 1989 by Stoddart,
Toronto; MacDonald, London and Ullstein Verlag, Berlin
(Der geplante Tod: Deutsche Kriegsgefangene in
amerikanischen und franzözischen Lagern).
Bacque revealed that as a result of the policies of the
Western Allies, some 1,000.000 German captives in U.S.
and French camps in Northern Europe had died of
maltreatment, exposure, disease and starvation. This
important work has remained in print through many
editions. Over 200,000 copies have been sold in eleven
countries. Displayed are the covers for some of the
foreign editions.
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Crimes and Mercies
Crimes and Mercies: the Fate of German Civilians under
Allied Occupation, 1945-1950 recounts how the allies
deliberately denied food to Germans after World War
Two, expelled ethnic Germans from their homes in the
east, and plundered their industries, resulting in millions
of civilian deaths.
However in 1946, concerned Americans and Canadians,
under Herbert Hoover and Mackenzie King began to
relieve the starvation with a food aid program which late
in 1946 was extended to include the German people. This
contradictory policy of revenge and mercy has never been
fully examined before.
Crimes and Mercies was first published in English, by
Little Brown in Canada and the U.K. in 1997. In German,
it first appeared as Verschwiegene Schuld by Ullstein
Verlag, Berlin in 1995, and was reissued in 2002 by Pour
le Mérite. Over 30,000 copies sold in four countries.

Dear Enemy (with Richard Matthias Mueller)
James Bacque and Richard Mueller met in Germany while
Bacque was doing research for a revision of his book
Other Losses. At the end of World War Two, Mueller had
been very young POW in an American Rhine meadow
camp, and now was a writer and professor of English at a
university in Aachen. They became friends and found
much to discuss. Dear Enemy: Germany then and now
evolved out of an exchange of their letters.
This title is no longer in print. You’re invited to search
among second hand booksellers:
alibris.com abebooks.com

-------------------------------------------------------------* James Bacque - https://www.jamesbacque.com/ *

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* https://volkslehrer.info/videoarchiv/y599f6993hitf6qgi5d6e45uzs9kug *

___________________________________________________
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Anti-Semitic blogger who sang songs on YouTube comparing the
Holocaust to a 'theme park' is JAILED after publishing 50 new posts
in breach of a ban on social media use



Alison Chabloz, 55, posted at least 50 times on her website over the past year
Convicted in June last year for suggesting the Holocaust was a 'bunch of lies'
 She has been sentenced to eight weeks in prison and given a fine of £175
By Isabella Nikolic For Mailonline
Published: 03:28 AEST, 24 September 2019 - View comments

Alison Chabloz, 55,
was today jailed for
eight
weeks
for
breaching
a
court
order which banned
her from posting to
social media
An anti-Semitic blogger
who
wore
a
white
supremacist badge as
she was convicted of
broadcasting
'grossly
offensive'
songs
has
been jailed for illegally
posting to her blog.
Alison
Chabloz,
55,
posted 'at least 50
times' on her website
over the past year - a
'clear breach' of the
terms of her suspended
sentence.
Chabloz was convicted
in June last year for
writing three vile songs
mocking the Holocaust,
which she sang and
uploaded to YouTube.
The songs suggested
the Holocaust, which
saw six million Jews
killed by Nazi Germany
during World War Two, was a 'bunch of lies' and referred
to Auschwitz as a 'theme park'.
She also mocked Anne Frank and laughed during her trial
last year as the court heard how she mocked Jews being
fashioned into lampshades, having their heads shrunk
and being turned into bars of soap.
She was given a suspended prison sentence and banned
from social media for 12 months.
Today, Chesterfield Magistrates Court heard that Chabloz
had breached the order by posting to her personal blog,
despite advice from probation officers not to do so.
The CPS highlighted three specific breaches of the order,
but Chabloz herself admitted posting to the website more
than 50 times.
Giving evidence to the court, Chabloz said she did not
feel she was breaching the order as she believed her
blog, hosted by WordPress, was distinct from social
media.

She said: 'I understood the order to mean social media
platforms as they are generally accepted to be Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, not a personal website.'

Chabloz was convicted in June last year (pictured
wearing a white supremacist badge as she arrived for her
trial) for writing three vile songs mocking the Holocaust,
which she sang and uploaded to YouTube

Chabloz, of Glossop, Derbyshire, told the court she didn't
post to Twitter or Facebook, or upload to YouTube,
during the time she was banned.
She also argued that because she disabled the comments
on her blog, there was no 'social interaction' between
herself and people who viewed the content.
The court heard that the blog is Chabloz's sole source of
income as it allows people to donate if they like her
content.
When prosecutor Ian Shaw asked Chabloz if she
considered people donating to her 'interaction', she
replied: 'It's not really social interaction.'
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She also mocked Anne Frank and laughed during her trial
last year as the court heard how she mocked Jews being
fashioned into lampshades, having their heads shrunk
and being turned into bars of soap.

Chabloz, pictured performing the anti-Semitic quenelle
gesture, as she performs one of her songs online.

The songs suggested the Holocaust, which saw six million
Jews killed by Nazi Germany during World War Two, was
a 'bunch of lies' and referred to Auschwitz as a 'theme
park'. Chabloz is pictured with her old band that she was
kicked out of for being anti-Semitic.

Chabloz added: 'On Facebook and Twitter, people can
see the replies.'
Steven Brown, of the probation service, told the court he
had advised Chabloz not to post to the website.
But, he added, she was 'quite forthright' that she did not
believe the order included her blog.
Chabloz appeared in court supported by her parents and
four far-right sympathisers.
One of her supporters mouthed profanities at Mr Brown
as he left the courtroom.

She was also barred from her local Labour social club
where she used to perform at pro-Palestinian events
She was defended by Adrian Davies, formerly of the
British Democratic Party, who has previously represented
high-profile Holocaust denier David Irving.
Mr Davies told the court he felt the wording of the order
was 'narrow' and that it was not clear to Chabloz the ban
extended to her personal blog.
Judge Taaffe said: 'It is clear to me that Mrs Chabloz
uses the website to share her views and promote her
content.
'It is used to create content to be viewed and, if wished,
shared.
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as her parents, who were in attendance, looked on. The
trial in Chesterfield today follows contact between
Campaign Against Antisemitism’s lawyers and the
National Probation Service.

She has been described by former band mates as being
'extremely controlling and manipulative'. Pictured is the
Labour club she was kicked out of.

Chabloz was today sentenced to eight weeks in prison
and fined £175 to be paid within ten weeks
'I am quite satisfied the order was clear.
'Mrs Chabloz has chosen to embark on a course of
conduct without advice.'
He imposed eight weeks of the suspended sentence and
fined Chabloz £175, to be paid within ten weeks.
He told her she will serve half of that sentence, on the
condition that she works with the probation service.
Speaking after sentencing, Mr Davies, said he was
'surprised' the judge had found her guilty and insisted he
would appeal the decision.
*https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article7495515/Ant
i-Semitic-blogger-sang-songs-YouTube-comparingHolocaust-theme-park-JAILED.html

-----------------------------

Holocaust denier Alison Chabloz handcuffed in
court and jailed for breach of suspended
sentence following action by CAA
Moments ago, notorious antisemite and Holocaust denier
Alison Chabloz was jailed for eight weeks, of which she
will serve at least four. She was also ordered to pay
court costs of £175 within 10 weeks.
District Judge Jonathan Taaffe found Ms Chabloz guilty of
breaching the conditions of her suspended sentence after
blog posts that she published since June 2018 were
found to constitute a breach of a social media ban. Ms
Chabloz was handcuffed in court to begin her sentence

Last year, Ms Chabloz was convicted on three charges of
sending grossly offensive communications via a public
communications network. That case began as a private
prosecution by Campaign Against Antisemitism, which
was then taken over and continued by the Crown
Prosecution Service. The charges related to three selfpenned songs in which she denounced a supposed Jewish
conspiracy to dominate the world and attacked the
Holocaust as a fraud perpetrated by Jews for financial
gain.
The conviction set a new precedent in British law,
effectively delivering a landmark precedent verdict on
incitement on social media and on whether the law
considers Holocaust denial to be “grossly offensive” and
therefore illegal when used as a means by which to
hound Jews.
Ms Chabloz was sentenced to a twenty-week prison
sentence suspended for two years, 180 hours of unpaid
community service, an indefinite order against contacting
two leaders of Campaign Against Antisemitism, as well as
an order banning her from social media for twelve
months. She was also ordered to pay a £115 victim
surcharge, and costs of £600. Earlier this year, the
conviction and sentence were upheld at Southwark
Crown Court, where Judge Christopher Hehir, sitting with
lay magistrate Ms M Rego, said of Ms Chabloz, “She is a
Holocaust denier…she is manifestly antisemitic and
obsessed with the wrongdoing of Jews,” adding that, on
the subject of the Holocaust, “she has lost all sense of
perspective.”
Ms Chabloz has also been banned from entering France,
where Holocaust denial is illegal, for forty years until
2059.
Stephen Silverman, Director of Investigations and
Enforcement at Campaign Against Antisemitism, said:
“We are delighted that justice has taken its proper
course. Today’s trial follows contact between Campaign
Against Antisemitism’s lawyers and the National
Probation Service, and we are grateful for their
cooperation. We hope that this sentence will send a
message that antisemitism is unacceptable and that the
courts will not hesitate to use the powers at their
disposal to bring offenders to justice.”
*https://antisemitism.uk/alison-chabloz-handcuffed-incourt-and-jailed-for-breach-of-suspended-sentencefollowing-action-by-caa/
--------------------------------------------Musician Alison Chabloz Jailed for 8 Weeks at Chesterfield
Crown Court Yesterday #FreeAlisonChabloz
September 24, 2019 Posted by Simon Harris Jewish
Question, United Kingdom 5 Comments
*https://www.europeanfreedom.com/2019/09/24/musi
cian-alison-chabloz-jailed-for-8-weeks-at-chesterfieldcrown-court-yesterday-freealisonchabloz/

Write to:
Alison Chabloz, HMP New Hall, 5 New Hall Way,
Flockton, Wakefield, W.
Yorks, WF4 4AX.
U.K.

___________________________________________________
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>>Is History repeating itself?<<
Welcome Giordano Bruno & the Donation of Constantine & Holocaust Atrocity Propaganda!

The Crusades have begun anew – it’s all a repeat of 1095–1492.

There were a total of nine crusades! The first four
crusades were seen as the most import and scant
reference is made to the other crusades - with the
exception of the Children's Crusade which
effectively led to the decline of the crusade.
Note the new Children’s Crusade: led by 16-yearold climate change activist Greta Thunberg at the
UN General Assembly before whom she exclaimed,
among other things:
You all come to us young people for hope! How
dare you! You have stolen my dreams and my
childhood with your empty words… We are in the
beginning of a mass extinction and all you can talk
about is money and fairytales of eternal economic
growth.

But it’s nothing new. Remember the baby incubator
testimony by Nayirah before the UN in 1992 used
by the US to sell the Gulf War-Iraqi invasion? *
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nayirah_testimony.
Such emotional blackmail, devoid of all factual
reality, rests on the countless post-WWII false
Holocaust horror stories that we have had to
endure since the 1960s Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials?
Globally such stories have been fed to students in
compulsory Holocaust education programs.
Now in a new book Jürgen Graf reveals the names of
some notable fraudsters who made a career out of
defaming the German people and imbuing them with a
crippling guilt complex that has been reinforced through
draconian legal constraints. A review of Graf’s book will
follow presently:

GRETA THUNBERG:

Auschwitz:
Eyewitness
Reports
And
Perpetrator
Confessions Of The Holocaust. 30 Gas-Chamber Witnesses
Scrutinized. Holocaust Handbooks – Volume 36.

*https://www.infowars.com/surprised-gretathunbergscoach-a-soros-bill-melinda-gates-operative/

Castle Hill Publishers, PO Box 243, Uckfield, TN22
9AW, UK. 9 July 2019.

*https://twitter.com/i/status/1176166230425780224

***************************************************************
MENTAL & PHYSICAL LIBERATION IS OBLIGATORY – a moral duty!

Have the courage to use your own understanding!
Think of the German WWII UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER
consequences.
Think of the Japanese Emperor-God demotion to mortal
man.
Think of how two different races, Germans and Japanese,
cooperated because of sharing, among others, two
fundamental values: Cleanliness and Hard Work.

Then recall GENESIS 2: 16-17:
And the LORD God commanded the man,
You are free to eat from any tree in the garden
but you must not eat from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil,
for when you eat from it you will certainly die.
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The aim of this devilish Genesis thought structure is to
prevent Europeans from liberating themselves from
Talmudic creationist lies, from the planned extermination
and subjugation of the non-Jewish world as found in the
expressed hatred in Talmud and Old Testament.
Remember German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s
fundamental insight:
>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live,
already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.<<
Hatred – Holocaust Denial – Antisemitism – Racism –
NAZI are concepts used to close down any discussion
where matters, such as the above Genesis quotation
challenges exiting perverse power structures.

***
‘Why can’t I say something
against Jews?’ Malaysia's PM
asks at Columbia.
The prime minister did express
sympathy for other targeted
minority groups, condemning
Burma for its persecution of
Rohingya Muslims.
*https://m.jpost.com/Diaspora/Antisemitism/Why-cantI-say-something-against-Jews-Malaysias-PM-asks-atColumbia-602929
---------------------------------------------*https://headlinezpro.com/billionaire-ronald-laudercease-contributions-to-columbia-university-untilantisemitic-despots-no-longer-welcome/

____________________________________________________
US President Donald Trump's Speech:
The future does not belong to globalists and open
borders.

…
If
you
want
freedom, take pride in
your contry; if you
want democracy, hold
on
to
your
sovereignty, and if
you want peace, love
your nation … the
future
does
not
belong to globalists;
the future belongs to
patriots; the future
belongs to sovereign
and
independent
nations who protect
their citizens, respect
their neighbours and
honour the differences that make each country
special and unique. Sep 25, 2019
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSJmmR4WSw
Compare: Joe Biden Admits to Getting Ukrainian
Prosecutor who Investigated Son Fired
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=84&v
=FszD7MO_fmQ

--------------------------------------Israel Worship Is White Nationalism for Boomers
Too Cowardly to Demand Their Own Ethnostate.
We shall call this phenomenon “vicarious identitarianism”
Amalric de Droevig • September 26, 2019
*http://www.unz.com/article/israel-worship-is-whitenationalism-for-boomers-too-cowardly-to-demand-theirown-ethnostate/
Also at:
*https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2019/09/26/thede
monization-of-whitepeopleresultsinracialattacksonthem/

-------------------------------At the end of WWII, a Jew steals Adolf Hitler’s uniform
hat, and now another Jew is permitted to make money
out of this stolen good!

Interestingly, there are still self-hating infantile German
minds that hate Adolf Hitler and claim he was a mass
murderer!

--------------------------------

Local collector's Hitler artifacts could fetch
millions at German auction
By Pam Kragen, Sep. 25, 2019 – The San Diego UnionTribune
Craig Gottlieb, 48, of Del
Mar bought Nazi leader’s
hat, uniform and medals
in 2014 for more than $1
million.
On Saturday in Germany,
Adolf
Hitler’s
military
uniform, visor hat and
several medals will go on
the auction block and
could sell for upwards of $2 million, based on similar
sales in recent years.
The Hitler artifacts are owned by Craig Gottlieb, 48, of Del
Mar, a military artifacts dealer who purchased these and
other items five years ago from a Long Beach collector for
more than $1 million. His purchase at the time generated
international headlines, many of them negative.
Over the years, Gottlieb — who is of Jewish ethnicity but
is not religious — has grown accustomed to fierce
criticism over how he could profit from items associated
with the murder of millions of Jews and others in the
Holocaust.
Gottlieb said he’s a small businessman and can’t afford to
donate his collection, and the items he trades in have
great historical merit. There are still people who deny the
existence of Nazi atrocities and the Holocaust, so it’s
important, he said, to preserve them for future
generations, particularly in a time of growing antiSemitism.
Military artifacts dealer Craig Gottlieb of Del Mar
photographed in 2014 with Adolf Hitler’s uniform hat,
which he acquired with other Hitler items from a collector
that year and is selling at auction in Germany on Sept. 28.
(Courtesy of Jared Nelson)
*https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/communities/
north-county/story/2019-09-25/local-collectors-hitlerartifacts-could-fetch-millions-at-german-auction

___________________________________________________
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Alison Chabloz update!
On 26 September 2019 Alison was sent home because her appeal would most likely be heard after she
had served the imposed sentence!

----------------------------The Persecution of Alison Chabloz:
Latest News From
The Kangaroo Courts
September 24, 2019
Ian Millard 3 Comments

The satirical singersongwriter
Alison
Chabloz
has
been
imprisoned.
Yesterday, 23 September 2019, Alison Chabloz was sentenced,
at Chesterfield Magistrates’ Court, Derbyshire, to 8 weeks’
imprisonment for breach of condition of the suspended sentence
which was pronounced in June of 2018. The oddest aspect of
that is that that particular condition was a “social media” ban
lasting one year, so it actually expired in mid-June 2019. For the
entire year, i.e. up to mid-June 2019, Alison Chabloz did not
post on what everyone (except, it seems, minor “judges” —
formerly called stipendiary magistrates— in the magistrates’
courts of Derbyshire) regards as “social media”, fora such as
Twitter, Facebook, GAB etc. She did, however, continue to
comment on her own WordPress website blog, on which she had
disabled the readers’ comments section.
It is, admittedly, a long time since I was a practising barrister
(2008) but certainly I have never seen a legal definition of what
is or is not “social media”, by which I mean one accepted by the
higher courts. What I do know is that virtually no-one thinks of
a person’s own website as “social media”.
Apparently, the required Notice of Breach was only sent to
Alison Chabloz after the year-long “social media” ban had
actually expired! In other words, she was allowed (should she
wish to and be able to) to post on Facebook or Twitter etc at
any time after mid-June 2019; the Notice of Breach referred
back to the time when the “social media” ban had been in place.
It was like someone warning a second person, as it were, in
arrears, in such terms as “do not breach this condition but you
can breach the condition now or in future (because it has
expired), just don’t breach it in the past”! It was a nonsense
“warning”, in short.
Background
In fact, it is clear that the moving force behind this latest
persecution-prosecution of Alison Chabloz had almost nothing to
do with the privatized probation people, who are obviously just
“pay peanuts get monkeys” doormats. The malicious Jew-Zionist
“charity”, the “Campaign Against Anti-Semitism” or “CAA”, has
in fact admitted that it was their pressure on the Ministry of
Justice and on (now-washed-up) politician (MP, Secretary of
State for Justice and so joke “Lord Chancellor” until July 2019)
David Gauke, that caused the probation monkeys and the CPS
suddenly (after more than a year…) to get agitato about Alison
Chabloz continuing to post on her own blog website. See Notes,
below.
Gauke is now sitting as Independent MP, having recently been
sacked by the Conservative Party. He is married to a woman
called Rachel, a lawyer, and lives in the “Borshch Belt” of South
Hertfordshire, near London. He is, or has been, a noted
expenses-blodger. A freeloader. He was an active member of
Conservative Friends of Israel. His political career is now
washed-up.
Here is what the “CAA” had to say about Alison Chabloz being
imprisoned:
https://antisemitism.uk/alison-chabloz-handcuffed-in-court-andjailed-for-breach-of-suspended-sentence-following-action-bycaa/

“District Judge Jonathan Taaffe found Ms Chabloz guilty
of breaching the conditions of her suspended sentence after blog
posts that she published since June 2018 were found to
constitute a breach of a social media ban. Ms Chabloz was
handcuffed in court to begin her sentence as her parents, who
were in attendance, looked on. The trial in Chesterfield today
follows
contact
between
Campaign
Against
Antisemitism’s lawyers and the National Probation
Service.”
Note the (((typically))) sadistic tone: “they” love the fact (if it is
a fact) that Alison Chabloz was apparently handcuffed in court
post-trial, and that her aged parents had to see that. Despite
that, it seems that some of the Jew-Zionists gleefully discussing
the matter on Twitter have not quite had their pound of flesh.
They want Alison Chabloz to be imprisoned for longer, suffer
more etc.
Shakespeare was in some respects the greatest Englishman.
The “CAA” admits to interfering in the probation conditions of
Alison Chabloz (see above). The CAA was also the instigator of
the original case against her, which was later taken over by the
CPS. It was during the preliminary proceedings being taken by
the CAA against Alison Chabloz that Stephen Silverman, “Head
of Investigations and Enforcement” at the CAA, was exposed as
a sadistic and pseudonymous troller of (mainly) women online,
Alison Chabloz being one such. I have blogged about this
previously. Please refer to Notes, below.
It seems that what happened here is that the CAA or its
contacts pressured venal David Gauke in some way. He, at the
time, was Secretary of State for Justice (absurd though that
was); Gauke then wrote to his officials in the Ministry of Justice,
who then gave both the CPS and the privatized probation
monkeys a kick. Says a lot about “justice” in contemporary
Britain…
So what now for Alison Chabloz?
[Update, 25 September 2019: Please see tweet by Mark
Collett at foot of this article; it seems that Alison Chabloz
is not at Foston Hall prison, but at New Hall prison]
Well, the sentence handed down was imprisonment for 8 weeks.
Alison Chabloz will thus be in prison for 4 weeks minus the day
of trial and the day of the preliminary appearance. By my
calculations, she should be free on —or possibly before— 19
October 2019, having spent 26 days —possibly fewer— in
prison.
Those days will be spent, it seems (subject to confirmation), at
Foston Hall, Derbyshire, a closed prison for women. That sounds
grim, but the place seems to be a more serious kind of Girls of
Radcliff Hall boarding establishment (the former aspect not too
literally, I’m sure).
*http://www.justice.gov.uk/contacts/prisonfinder/fosto
n-hall
*https://www.channel4.com/news/inside-a-new-typeof-womensprisonteachingwomenconstruction-skills
[Update, 25 September 2019: Please see tweet by Mark
Collett at foot of this article; it seems that Alison Chabloz
is not at Foston Hall prison, but at New Hall prison; I have
posted the details of that prison below, at or near the end
of this article]
After Alison has spent her mandated 3-4 weeks in prison, she
will be free (as I understand the sentence handed down
yesterday) to post both on her own website and on “social
media” (as until yesterday understood) because, as explained
here above, her “social media” ban expired in June 2019
anyway.
The unpaid work part of the original sentence (i.e. the most
obviously punitive part of it) has already been chucked in the
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bin. The original conviction and sentence itself is now going to
judicial review, having failed on appeal at Crown Court level; it
may be that yesterday’s decisions will be joined to that review;
Adrian Davies, Counsel for Alison Chabloz, has told the
newspapers that yesterday’s verdict and sentence will be
appealed. In the meantime, Alison is sitting in prison. Whether
her legal people can get her released on bail pending appeal or
review, I do not know.
Whatever happens in respect of appeal or judicial review, Alison
Chabloz will be back posting views and, perchance, songs next
month. “They” may be crowing over “their” victory, but what
goes around comes around. Already, months ago, some quite
high-profile Jews have tweeted (and in one or two cases,
published in the Press) their view that Alison Chabloz should not
have been prosecuted at all because her public profile has thus
been raised greatly. Such persecution also awakens the sleeping
masses to the Zionist strategy of trying to destroy freedom of
expression in the UK.
The Zionists and their (often mentally-afflicted) “antifa” “useful
idiots” have been waging a campaign to destroy Alison Chabloz’s
access to online donation platforms (by making “complaint” to
those websites), but that is a mere inconvenience which will not
stop her.
One thing is sure: if Alison Chabloz was determined to pursue
her ideals and beliefs before, she must now be absolutely
determined to nail them to public consciousness.

Notes
*https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article7495515/Ant
iSemiticbloggersangsongsYouTubecomparing-Holocausttheme-park-JAILED.html
*https://www.thejc.com/news/uknews/holocaustdenier
-alison-chabloz-jailed-for-continuing-to-blog-despitesocial-media-ban-1.489185
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HM_Prison_Foston_Hall
*https://antisemitism.uk/alison-chabloz-handcuffed-incourt-and-jailed-for-breach-of-suspended-sentencefollowing-action-by-caa/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2017/07/13/wheni-was-a-victim-of-a-malicious-zionist-complaint/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/09/11/towhat-extent-can-the-uk-still-be-called-a-free-country/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/08/24/towhom-do-we-turn/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/06/18/alison
-chabloz-lost-a-battle-but-the-war-goes-on-and-she-iswinning-it/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/04/18/alison
-chabloz-the-show-goes-on/

*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/02/13/alison
-chabloz-the-fight-for-freedom-of-expression-goes-on/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/02/26/tomm
y-robinson-banned-on-facebook-the-repression-of-freespeech-online/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/05/03/theknives-are-out-for-freedom-of-expression-and-more/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/thecampaign-against-antisemitism-caa-takes-a-serious-hit/
*https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2017/11/01/dontmention-the-jews/
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Gauke#Expenses
*https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/liberaldem
ocrats/10986866/Israel-asks-Nick-Clegg-to-takeforceful-action-against-MP-who-endorsed-rocketattacks.html
*https://www.gov.uk/find-prisoner

--------------------------------------Update, 26 September, 2019
It seems that Counsel for Alison Chabloz, Adrian Davies, is going
to try to get Alison bail pending appeal and so will be making
preliminary application before the same District Judge
(Criminal), District Judge Taaffe, today. The chances are that
that will be refused, but after today application can be renewed
in front of a real judge (a Circuit Judge), probably at Derby
Crown Court, with at least a reasonable chance of success,
bearing in mind that
* the sentence (in reality less than 4 weeks) is short enough
that any appeal would probably not come on before Alison has
completed her 26 days in prison, thus rendering the appeal
otiose;
* the probation people, on the relevant form, were
expressly not thinking in terms of a custodial sentence (indeed
had, literally, ticked another box); the “judge” did have
discretion to ignore that fact, but only if he did so reasonably;
* a judicial review of the original sentence and subsequent
appeal is already lodged.
* Some of Alison Chabloz’s persecutors and me-too
stonethrowers:
* Steven Silverman:
*
https://www.redressonline.com/2019/01/spotlight-on-ukzionist-bullyboy-steve-silverman/
* [also, see my various previous blog articles about the “CAA”
“charity” and Silverman]
* https://ianrmillard.wordpress.com/2019/09/24/thepersecution-of-alison-chabloz-latest-news-from-thekangaroo-courts/

__________________________________________________
Update from Alison herself …
Chabloz granted immediate release from prison on
unconditional bail
Alison Chabloz September 28, 2019

All in all, my third experience of loss of liberty was
the least unpleasant thus far. Indeed, compared to
my first two lock-ups in November 2016 (six hours)
and in October 2017 (48 hours) both in police cells,
my short time at HMP New Hall was a joy ride.
Single, warm cell; TV, kettle, pillow, thick quilt,
mattress, e-cigarette; a view over the prison wall
of trees and the occasional glimpse of a squirrel or
wood pigeon. Being in need of a good rest (not
having been able to enjoy a few days’ holiday
thanks to my aborted trip to Paris last month), I
lazed, feet up; watched the news and a couple of

films; drank endless cups
nicotine, in moderation…

of tea

and

vaped

HMP New Hall used to be a borstal and previously,
during the war, a training camp.

My three nights were spent on the remand wing,
the roughest and noisiest, where most new inmates
are sent initially before being moved to one of the
normal wings. I kept my head down most of the
time. Only once on the second evening did I assert
myself, after having being promised then denied
my phone call. I was resolute in my protest,
meaning I was eventually marched back to my cell.
The next morning, Wednesday, I was finally briefed
and allowed to phone home.
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I was disturbed to learn that one fellow newbie had
been remanded awaiting trial for some relatively
minor alleged role in a drugs offence, meaning
separation from her two-year old daughter and
four-month old baby son. Other new arrivals were
regulars: drug users caught for shoplifting or
burglary. These women did not seem unhappy
about being back behind bars, quite the contrary in
fact. “Here’s where I get clean, come off the
drugs,” said one woman; as if the prison system
provided at least some kind of structure in lives
that were chaotic on the outside.

The prison is understaffed: 140 wardens for 400
inmates, with less than a third of officers on duty at
one time. Staff were clearly exhausted by the end
of their shifts. But they were cheery, kind and, in
most cases, professional. Ditto for the medical
staff, especially nurse Jane. Prisoners and staff
alike were interested to hear my story and I even
got to sing a couple of songs.
I was psychologically prepared and therefore coped
as well as could be expected. It is not difficult to
imagine that more vulnerable women perhaps
would find it difficult to adapt and settle in.
Then came the news that I was to be freed on
unconditional bail. Paperwork meant that I was
held for a further two and a half hours before
finally greeting my parents who had driven over
Woodhead Pass to collect me at the prison gate.
I am still ploughing through all the commentary.
The vindictive tone of mainstream articles and of
moderated below-the-line comments speaks for
itself. Unsurprisingly, no mainstream report has
been corrected to state that I have now been
released pending appeal and been granted
unconditional bail. Happily, independent reports
have been far more balanced and reasoned.

Above: The entrance to New
Wakefield Training Prison, 1944.

Hall

Camp

at

Huge thanks especially to my Mum and Dad, to my
barrister Adrian Davies, solicitor Kevin LowryMullins and to those who made the trip last Monday
to lend their support. Equally, thanks to everyone
who blogged and campaigned on social media.
After not starting off too well, the week has ended
on something of a high, – although, even last
Monday had its moments, as illustrated by the
following anecdote, a small sign telling me I’m on
the right path:
The court warden who cuffed me was the same
warden who cuffed me in 2017 at Chesterfield
Immediate Remand Court. We recognised each
other and I reminded her that she had
congratulated me when I had been released two
years ago, and had told me that I was simply
saying what everyone else was thinking but didn’t
dare say out loud…
*
Next scheduled court date will be my appeal
in the High Court in London, October 31st –
Hallowe’en special and of course Brexit Day…
More details to follow.
*

Note the similarity with Stammlager, Auschwitz
Concentration Camp entrance.

Most inmates are working class Northern lasses, of
varying ages. I noticed two or three Poles, Blacks,
mixed-race and the same number of Asian hijabiclad Muslimas.

https://alisonchabloz.com/2019/09/28/chablozgranted-immediate-release-from-prison-onunconditional-bail/

------------Adolf Hitler and Barbara Specter –
Multiculturalists:

*https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cwYEKg1gNBc

_________________________________________________
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